
TEDS2005M—Coding [Cover] book (Yunlin County) 
Ques.
Num. 

Var. 
Name 

colum Variable Labe Values Label Addition 

 ID 1-14 identified number skip  
 TAU 1-2 set skip  
 CITY 3-4 City, country skip  
 TOWN 3-6 Township, City, District skip  
 VILLAGE 3-9 Village skip  
 YEAR1 15-18 first interview--year ﹍﹍year 90 omit 
 MONTH1 19-20 first interview--month ﹍﹍month 90 omit 
 DATE1 21-22 first interview--date ﹍﹍date 90 omit 
 HOUR1 23-24 first interview-- hour ﹍﹍hour 90 omit 
 MINUTE1 25-26 first interview--minute ﹍﹍minute 90 omit 
 YEAR2 27-30 second interview-- year ﹍﹍year 90 omit 
 MONTH2 31-32 second interview-- month ﹍﹍month 90 omit 
 DATE2 33-34 second interview-- date ﹍﹍date 90 omit 
 HOUR2 35-36 second interview-- hour ﹍﹍hour 90 omit 
 MINUTE2 37-38 second interview-- minute ﹍﹍minute 90 omit 
 YEAR3 39-42 third interview-- year ﹍﹍year 90 omit 
 MONTH3 43-44 third interview-- month ﹍﹍month 90 omit 
 DATE3 45-46 third interview-- date ﹍﹍date 90 omit 
 HOUR3 47-48 third interview--hour ﹍﹍hour 90 omit 
 MINUTE3 49-50 third interview-- minute ﹍﹍minute 90 omit 
 RESULT

1 
51-52 first interview result 01 completion 

02 no one can be reach in 
the household 

03 respondents are 
temporarily away 

04 cannot take interview 
right away 

05 leave, after interview 
started 

06 refusal by the 
respondent 

07 breakoff, after 
interview started 

08 refusal by the 
household 

09 respondents works, 
goes to school, or 
travels elsewhere 

10 respondent works, 
goes to school, or 
travels overseas 

11 respondent is 
registered in the 
household, but not 
live here 

12 respondent 
unavailable at the 
address 

13 respondent moves out 

90 omit 
 



14 unable to locate the 
address 

15 empty housing unit 
16 unable to gain the 

access to the housing 
unit 

17 renovation of the 
housing unit 

18 refusal for unknown 
reasons 

19 respondent is 
physically or mentally 
unable to do an 
interview 

20 language problems 
21 respondent missing 
22 immigration 
23 serve in the military 
24 get married and move 

out 
25 in jail 
26 become a monk or nun 
27 death 
28 unfriendly 

circumstances 
29 invalid answers 

 RESULT
2 

53-54 second interview result 01 completion 
02 no one can be reach in 

the household 
03 respondents are 

temporarily away 
04 cannot take interview 

right away 
05 leave, after interview 

started 
06 refusal by the 

respondent 
07 breakoff, after 

interview started 
08 refusal by the 

household 
09 respondents works, 

goes to school, or 
travels elsewhere 

10 respondent works, 
goes to school, or 
travels overseas 

11 respondent is 
registered in the 
household, but not 
live here 

12 respondent 
unavailable at the 
address 

13 respondent moves out 

90 omit 
 



14 unable to locate the 
address 

15 empty housing unit 
16 unable to gain the 

access to the housing 
unit 

17 renovation of the 
housing unit 

18 refusal for unknown 
reasons 

19 respondent is 
physically or mentally 
unable to do an 
interview 

20 language problems 
21 respondent missing 
22 immigration 
23 serve in the military 
24 get married and move 

out 
25 in jail 
26 become a monk or nun 
27 death 
28 unfriendly 

circumstances 
29 invalid answers 

 RESULT
3 

55-56 third interview result 01 completion 
02 no one can be reach in 

the household 
03 respondents are 

temporarily away 
04 cannot take interview 

right away 
05 leave, after interview 

started 
06 refusal by the 

respondent 
07 breakoff, after 

interview started 
08 refusal by the 

household 
09 respondents works, 

goes to school, or 
travels elsewhere 

10 respondent works, 
goes to school, or 
travels overseas 

11 respondent is 
registered in the 
household, but not 
live here 

12 respondent 
unavailable at the 
address 

13 respondent moves out 

90 omit 
 



14 unable to locate the 
address 

15 empty housing unit 
16 unable to gain the 

access to the housing 
unit 

17 renovation of the 
housing unit 

18 refusal for unknown 
reasons 

19 respondent is 
physically or mentally 
unable to do an 
interview 

20 language problems 
21 respondent missing 
22 immigration 
23 serve in the military 
24 get married and move 

out 
25 in jail 
26 become a monk or nun 
27 death 
28 unfriendly 

circumstances 
29 invalid answers 

 TIMES 57-58 interview times 01 one time 
02 two times 
03 three times 

90 omit 
 

 LARESU
LT 

59-60 last interview result 01 completion 
02 no one can be reach in 

the household 
03 respondents are 

temporarily away 
04 cannot take interview 

right away 
05 leave, after interview 

started 
06 refusal by the 

respondent 
07 breakoff, after 

interview started 
08 refusal by the 

household 
09 respondents works, 

goes to school, or 
travels elsewhere 

10 respondent works, 
goes to school, or 
travels overseas 

11 respondent is 
registered in the 
household, but not 
live here 

12 respondent 

90 omit 
 



unavailable at the 
address 

13 respondent moves out 
14 unable to locate the 

address 
15 empty housing unit 
16 unable to gain the 

access to the housing 
unit 

17 renovation of the 
housing unit 

18 refusal for unknown 
reasons 

19 respondent is 
physically or mentally 
unable to do an 
interview 

20 language problems 
21 respondent missing 
22 immigration 
23 serve in the military 
24 get married and move 

out 
25 in jail 
26 become a monk or nun 
27 death 
28 unfriendly 

circumstances 
29 invalid answers 

 HOUSE 61-62 community or the housing unit 01 residence area 

02 mixed residence and 

business area 

03 industry area 

04 rural area 

05 veteran community 

06 citizen building 

07 civil servant 

community 
08 cannot locate the 

address 

90 omit 
91 respondents 

refuse 
interview 
by 
telephon 

 

 HOSTYL
E 

63-64 appearance of the housing unit 
 

01 apartment 

02 civil servant 

community 

03 building with elevator 

04 condo 

05 unable to locate the 

address 

06 iron-surfaced house 

07 temple,church 

08 farm house 

90 omit 
91 respondents 

refuse 
interview 
by 
telephon 

 



09 housing unit being 

torn down 

10 single-story house 

11 government 

unit,school 

12 factory 
13 filling station 

 TOUCH
WAY 

65-66 contact 01 doorman 

02 doorphone 

03 ring door bell or 

knock the door 

04 go into the house after 

ask the household 

05 unable to locate the 

address 

06 ask the neighbor 

07 contact by telephone 
08 ruin 

90 omit 
91 respondents 

refuse 
interview 
by 
telephon 

 

 IN_NUM 67-76 Interviewer number Skip  
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TEDS2005M—Coding book（Yunlin County） 

Ques.

Num. 

Var. 

Name 
colum Variable Labe Values Label Addition 

 ID #1  1-14 identified number Skip  
 TAU 1-2 set Skip  
 CITY 3-4 City, country Skip  
 TOWN 3-6 Township, City, District Skip  

 VILLA
GE 

3-9 Village Skip  

 V01 15-17 used time (minutes) ____minites  
 V02 18-19 interview times ____times  
 V03 20-21 interview month ____month 90 omit 
 V04 22-23 interview day ____date 90 omit 
 V05 24-25 interview week 01 Monday 

02 Tuesday 

03 Wednesday 

04 Thursday 

05 Friday 

06 Saturday 

07 Sunday 

90 omit 

 V06 26-27 start hours ____hour  
 V07 28-29 start minutes ____minute  
A1 A01 30-31 During last year’s 

campaign, some people 

spent a lot of time paying 

attention to all kinds of 

media news stories about 

the election, while others 

didn't have time to pay 

attention. On average, how 

much time did you spend 

each day during the 

campaign paying attention 

to news about the election 

on TV? 

01. less than 30 minutes 

02. 30-60 minutes 

03. 60-90 minutes 

04. 90 minutes to 2 hours 

05. more than 2 hours 

06. only paid attention 

every once in a while 

07. paid no attention at all 
 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

98. don’t know 

90 omit 
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A2 A02 32-33 What about political talk 

shows on TV? 

01. less than 30 minutes 

02. 30-60 minutes 

03. 60-90 minutes 

04. 90 minutes to 2 hours 

05. more than 2 hours 

06. only paid attention 

every once in a while 

07. paid no attention at all 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

98. don’t know 

90 omit 

A3 A03 34-35 What about election news 

on the radio? 

01. less than 30 minutes 

02. 30-60 minutes 

03. 60-90 minutes 

04. 90 minutes to 2 hours 

05. more than 2 hours 

06. only paid attention 

every once in a while 

07. paid no attention at all 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

98. don’t know 

90 omit 

A4 A04 36-37 What about election news 

on the internet? 

01. less than 30 minutes 

02. 30-60 minutes 

03. 60-90 minutes 

04. 90 minutes to 2 hours 

05. more than 2 hours 

06. only paid attention 

every once in a while 

07. paid no attention at all 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

98. don’t know 

90 omit 

A5 A05 38-39 What about election news 

in the newspapers? 

01. less than 30 minutes 

02. 30-60 minutes 

03. 60-90 minutes 

04. 90 minutes to 2 hours 

05. more than 2 hours 

06. only paid attention 

every once in a while 

07. paid no attention at all 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

98. don’t know 

90 omit 

A6 A06 40-41 Which newspaper did you 

read most often? [only one 

response permitted] 

01. China Times 

02. United Daily News 

03. Central Daily News 

04. Commercial Times 

05. The Commons Daily 

06. Min Sheng Daily 

07. Economic Daily 

News 

08. Youth Daily News 

09. Taiwan Times 

10. Liberty Times 

90 omit 

92 don't read 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's depended 

98 don't know 
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11. United Evening News 

12. China Times Express 

13. The Great News 

14. China Daily 

15. Taiwan Daily 

16. Taiwan News 

17. Apple Daily 

18 Merit Times 

19 Mandarin Daily News 

20 Christian Tribune 

News 

21 Keng Sheng Daily 

News 

22 Uni-federal News 

23 Wealth News 

24 China Post 

25 Sin-Sheng Daily News 

26 The Leading Chinese 

Daily 

27 The Epoch Times 

28 Chinese Morning 

News 

29 Star News 

30 Yunlin Times 
A7 A07 42-43 Which TV news did you 

watch most often? [only 

one response permitted] 

01 Taiwan Television 

02 China Television 

03 Chinese Television 

04 Formosa Television 

05 TVBS 

06 Sanlih E-Television 

07 Eastern Television 

08 CTI Television 

09 Era Television 

10 Gala Television 

11 Super Television 

12 Da-Ai Television 

13 Taiwan Public 

Television 

14 Star Television 

15 Hakka Television 

16 Indigenous Television 

17 US Television 

18 Local Television 

90 omit 

92 don't watch 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's depended 

98 don't know 
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19 NHK 
B1 B01 44-45 Do you commonly talk with 

other people about politics 

or elections? 

01. Often 

02. Sometimes 

03. Seldom 

04. Never 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

B1a B1A_1 

～  
B1A_7 

46-47 

～  
58-59 

Who do you commonly talk 

about politics or elections 

with? Family members, 

relatives, friends, neighbors, 

colleagues at work, 

members of an association, 

classmates, or others? 

[multiple responses 

allowed] 

01. family members 

02. relatives 

03. friends 

04. neighbors 

05. colleagues 

06. members of an 

association 

07. classmates 

08 customers 

09 village heads 

10 people with whom I 

get along well 

90 omit 

91 all of them 

95 refuse to answer 

99 skip 

B1b B1B 60-61 Do these people who you 

commonly discuss politics 

or elections with support 

the same party? 

01 all support the same 

party 

02 most support the same 

party 

03 about half and half 

04 only a few support the 

same party 

05 none support the same 

party 

06 discuss politics or 

elections with the 

only person 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

99 skip 

B1c B1C 62-63 Which party is that? 01. KMT 

02. DPP 

03. NP 

04. PFP 

05. TAIP 

06. TSU 

07 pan-blue 

08 pan-green 

09 no preference for 

parties 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's depended 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 

99 skip 
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B2a B2A 64-65 Among the people who 

asked for your vote in this 

Yunlin County Magistrate 

Election, who had the 

biggest influence on your 

decision? 

01 family members 

02 friends 

03 colleagues 

04 relatives 

05 neighbors 

06 Ward chief 

07 Neighborhood chief 

08 members of KMT 

headquarter 

09 members of DPP 

headquarter 

10 members of NP 

headquarter 

11 members of PFP 

headquarter 

12 members of TAIP 

headquarter 

13 members of TSU 

headquarter 

14 candidate’s assistants 

15 candidate 

16 association 

17 religious groups 

18 faction 

19 self-determination 

20 mass media(radio, TV, 

newspaper) 

21 village heads 

22 God's decree 

90 omit 

93 didn't vote 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

B2b B2B 66-67 Among the people who 

asked for your vote in this 

Yunlin County Councilor 

Election, who had the 

biggest influence on your 

decision? 

01 family members 

02 friends 

03 colleagues 

04 relatives 

05 neighbors 

06 Ward chief 

07 Neighborhood chief 

08 members of KMT 

headquarter 

09 members of DPP 

headquarter 

10 members of NP 

headquarter 

11 members of PFP 

90 omit 

93 didn't vote 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 
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headquarter 

12 members of TAIP 

headquarter 

13 members of TSU 

headquarter 

14 candidate’s assistants 

15 candidate 

16 association 

17 religious groups 

18 faction 

19 self-determination 

20 mass media(radio, TV, 

newspaper) 

21 village heads 

22 God's decree 

B2c B2C 68-69 Among the people who 

asked for your vote in this 

Yunlin County Township 

Magistrate election, who 

had the biggest influence on 

your decision? 

01 family members 

02 friends 

03 colleagues 

04 relatives 

05 neighbors 

06 Ward chief 

07 Neighborhood chief 

08 members of KMT 

headquarter 

09 members of DPP 

headquarter 

10 members of NP 

headquarter 

11 members of PFP 

headquarter 

12 members of TAIP 

headquarter 

13 members of TSU 

headquarter 

14 candidate’s assistants 

15 candidate 

16 association 

17 religious groups 

18 faction 

19 self-determination 

20 mass media(radio, TV, 

newspaper) 

21 village heads 

90 omit 

93 didn't vote 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 
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22 God's decree 
B3a B3A 70-71 Did you try to persuade 

others to vote for a certain 

candidate or party? 

01. yes 

02. no 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

B3aa B3AA 72-73 How often did you do these 

things? 

01. frequently 

02. sometimes 

03. seldom  

90 omit 

99 skip 

B3b B3B 74-75 Did you express your 

support for a particular 

candidate or party? For 

example, did you 

participate in an election 

march or rally, hang or wear 

a flag or other symbol, or 

express you support in 

some other ways? 

01. yes 

02. no 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

B3bb B3BB 76-77 How often did you do these 

things? 

01. frequently 

02. sometimes 

03. seldom  

90 omit 

99 skip 

B4 B04_1 

～  
B04_9 

78-79 

～  
94-95 

During last year's 

campaign, did you do any 

of the following? [multiple 

responses permitted] 

01. read the official 

election notice 

02. read candidates' 

leaflets, newsletters, 

or newspaper ads 

03. watch candidate 

debates or campaign 

speeches on TV 

04. do volunteer work in 

campaign for either a 

candidate or party 

05. attend an election 

related gathering or 

banquet 

06. join a candidate's 

support organization 

07. remind your friends to 

watch candidate 

debates or campaign 

speeches on TV 

08. discuss the pros and 

cons of various 

candidates with other 

people 

90 omit 

92 none of them 

95 refuse to answer 

99 skip 
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09. give money to a 

political party or 

candidate 

B5a B5A 96-97 Did anyone solicit your 

vote or the vote of anyone 

in your family on behalf of 

Syu,Shu-Bo? 

01. Yes 

02. No 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

B5b B5B_1 

～  
B5B_9 

98-99 

～  
114-115 

Who was the person who 

solicited your vote or the 

vote of anyone in your 

family most intensely? 

01. Telephone recording 

02. The candidate in 

person 

03. Campaign worker or 

volunteer 

04. Party worker 

05. Colleague or superior 

at work 

06. Member of a 

religious, social, or 

professional 

organization to which 

you belong 

07. Community leader 

08. Government official 

09. Neighbor 

10. Classmate or friend 

11. Relative or family 

member 

12. Mobile phone 

message 

13 customer 

14 leaflets or newsletters 

15 village heads 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

99 skip 

B5c B5C 116-117 Did anyone solicit your 

vote or the vote of anyone 

in your family on behalf of 

Su,Jhih-Fen? 

01. Yes 

02. No 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

B5d B5D_1 

～  
B5D_9 

118-119 

～  
134-135 

Who was the person who 

solicited your vote or the 

vote of anyone in your 

family most intensely? 

01. Telephone recording 

02. The candidate in 

person 

03. Campaign worker or 

volunteer 

04. Party worker 

05. Colleague or superior 

at work 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

99 skip 
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06. Member of a 

religious, social, or 

professional 

organization to which 

you belong 

07. Community leader 

08. Government official 

09. Neighbor 

10. Classmate or friend 

11. Relative or family 

member 

12. Mobile phone 

message 

13 customer 

14 leaflets or newsletters 

15 village heads 
B6a B6A 136-137 Did anyone solicit your 

vote or the vote of anyone 

in your family on behalf of 

one of the councilor 

candidates? 

01. Yes 

02. No 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

B6b B6B_1 

～  
B6B_9 

138-139 

～  
154-155 

Who was the person who 

solicited your vote or the 

vote of anyone in your 

family most intensely? 

01. Telephone recording 

02. The candidate in 

person 

03. Campaign worker or 

volunteer 

04. Party worker 

05. Colleague or superior 

at work 

06. Member of a 

religious, social, or 

professional 

organization to which 

you belong 

07. Community leader 

08. Government official 

09. Neighbor 

10. Classmate or friend 

11. Relative or family 

member 

12. Mobile phone 

message 

13 customer 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

99 skip 
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14 leaflets or newsletters 

15 village heads 
B6c B6C_1 

B6C_2 
156-159 
160-163 

Which candidate(s) were 

they soliciting for? 

0101 Liou,Jian-Guo 

0102 Jian,Ming-Cin 

0103 Lin,Si-Hua 

0104 Li,Jian-Sheng 

0105 Li,Jian-Jhih 

0106 Li,Li-Guan 

0107 Li,Kun-Jheng 

0108 Jhou,Siou-Yue 

0109 Cai,Yu-Shuang 

0110 Jhang,Jhen-Cheng 

0111 Chen,Cing-Yun 

0112 Chen,He-Shan 

0113 Lin,Shu-Fen 

0114 Huang,Yao-Huang 

0201 Lin,Zai-Tian 

0202 Wang,Ciou-Zu 

0203 Sie,Shu-Ya 

0204 Lin,Chao-Bao 

0205 Jhong,Jyun-Sing 

0206 Wang,Siou-Yan 

0207 Jian,Jin-Cyuan 

0208 Li,Jhang-Fa 

0209 Shen,Ming-Gong 

0210 Wu,Cang-De 

0301 Li,Mei-Lan 

0302 Chen,Cing-Siou 

0303 Wang,Shi-Ren 

0304 Chen,Ruei-Syong 

0305 Chen,Min-Hua 

0306 Liao,Yi-Jhen 

0307 Shen,Zong-Long 

0308 Lin,Mei-Nan 

0309 Sie,Cuei-Lian 

0310 Li,Jian-Fu 

0311 Cai,Ming-Shuei 

0312 Lin,Sin-Ding 

0313 Syu,Wei-Siou 

0314 Sie,Yi-Jin 

0315 Huang,Jin-Yi 

 

0401 Jheng,Ling-Huei 

9990 omit 

9991 all of the 

candidates seem 

about the same 

9995 refuse to 

answer 

9998 don't know 

9999 skip 
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0402 Wang,Tie-Dao 

0403 Liao,Ciou-Ping 

0404 Lin,Ding-Cai 

0405 Liao,Cing-Siang 

0406 Li,He-Tong 

0407 Jhan,Wun-Cyu 

0408 Li,Jia-Fen 

0409 Liao,Wei-Bo 

0410 Liang,Ming-Jhong 

0411 Liao,Jin-Jhu 

0412 Jhan,Jie-Kai 

0501 Jhang,Su-Lan 

0502 Su,Jin-Huang 

0503 Syu,Jhong-Fu 

0504 Hou,Ji-Rong 

0505 Lin,Jheng-Jhong 

0506 Huang,Shu-Jhen 

0507 Wang,Cing-Guei 

0508 Lin,Zong-Hong 

0509 Chen,Jheng-Jhong 

0510 Lin,Wun-Sin 

0511 Ding,Cing-Le 

0512 Jheng,Dong-Lai 

0601 Lin,Fong-Jin 

0602 Wang,Cong-Ming 

0603 Wong,Shuei-Shang 

0604 Li,Zong-Yuan 

0605 Lin,Jhe-Ling 

0606 Siao,Huei-Min 

0607 Chen,Jian-Hua 

0608 Wu,Yi-Dao 

0609 Cai,Yue-Ru 

0610 Cai,Yong-Chang 

B7a B7A 164-165 Did anyone solicit your 

vote or the vote of anyone 

in your family on behalf of 

one of the township 

magistrate candidates? 

01. Yes 

02. No 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

B7b B7B_1 

～  
B7B_9 

166-167 

～  
182-183 

Who was the person who 

solicited your vote or the 

vote of anyone in your 

family most intensely? 

01. Telephone recording 

02. The candidate in 

person 

03. Campaign worker or 

volunteer 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

99 skip 
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04. Party worker 

05. Colleague or superior 

at work 

06. Member of a 

religious, social, or 

professional 

organization to which 

you belong 

07. Community leader 

08. Government official 

09. Neighbor 

10. Classmate or friend 

11. Relative or family 

member 

12. Mobile phone 

message 

13 customer 

14 leaflets or newsletters 

15 village heads 
B7c B7C_1 

B7C_2 
184-187 
188-191 

Which candidate(s) were 

they soliciting for? 

0101 Jhang,He-Ping 

0102 Chen,Cing-Sing 

0201 Huang,Fu-Cyong 

0202 Jhang,Sheng-Syong 

0301 Lin,Ming-Tian 

0302 Lin,Wun-Bin 

0303 Chen,Jhen-Huei 

0304 Cai,Ciou-Min 

0501 Jhang,Yuan-Jhong 

0601 Siao,Yong-Yi 

0602 Cai,Zong-Jhe 

0603 Syu,Jhong-Che 

0701 Lin,Huei-Ru 

0702 Huang-Jhong-Sing 

0703 Wei,Li-Hua 

1101 Liao,Chao-Kuei 

1102 Jhong,He-Lang 

1501 Chen,Jin-Hou 

1502 Liou,Ming-Syong 

1601 Li,Pei-Yuan 

1602 Lin,Shu-Ji 

1801 Wu,Tian-Cih 

1802 Wang,Cheng 

9990 omit 

9991 all of the 

candidates seem 

about the same 

9995 refuse to 

answer 

9998 don't know 

9999 skip 

C1 C01 192-193 People like me can’t 01. strongly agree 90 omit 
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possibly influence 

government policies. 

02. agree 

03. disagree 

04. strongly disagree 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's depended 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 
C2 C02 194-195 Government officials don’t 

care about what people like 

me think. 

01. strongly agree 

02. agree 

03. disagree 

04. strongly disagree 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's depended 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 
C3 C03 196-197 Politics and government are 

too complex and difficult 

for us average people to 

understand. 

01. strongly agree 

02. agree 

03. disagree 

04. strongly disagree 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's depended 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 
D1 D01 198-199 The vast majority of 

decisions made by the 

government are correct. 

01. strongly agree 

02. agree 

03. disagree 

04. strongly disagree 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's depended 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 
D2 D02 200-201 Government officials often 

waste taxpayers’ money. 

01. strongly agree 

02. agree 

03. disagree 

04. strongly disagree   

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's depended 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 

D3 D03 202-203 Do you think that when the 

government decides 

important policies, its first 

priority is to protect the 

interests of the people? 

01. Often 

02. Sometimes 

03. Seldom 

04. Never 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's depended 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 
D4 D04 204-205 Do you believe what 

government officials say? 

01. strongly believe 

02. believe 

03. don’t believe 

04. not believe at all 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's depended 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 
E1 E01 206-207 In last year’s election many 

people went to vote, while 

others, for various reasons, 

did not go to vote. Did you 

vote? 

01. yes  

02. no 

90 omit 

91 forgot 

95 refuse to answer 

E1a E1A 208-209 What was the reason you 

didn’t vote? [open-ended 

question] 

01 leave home town 

02 lack ideal candidate 

03 difficult to choose 

04 voting for anyone has 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

99 skip 
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no difference 

05 working 

06 have no time 

07 can't change the 

electoral outcome 

08 don't want to 

vote(have no interest) 

09 don't vote for the 

legislator but vote for 

the county magistrar 

10 forgot to vote 

11 the census register is 

in the municipality 

directly under the 

jurisdiction of th 

Central Govenment" 

12 have no confidence in 

the country 

13 have no voting right 

14 identification 

card(stamp, voting 

notification) is 

disappeared 

15 staff of voting affairs 

16 military service 

17 get ill(mental factors) 

18 fearful of bribery 

19 the election is 

unimportant and 

meaningless 

20 disappointed about 

politics 

21 the weather is too cold 

22 don't understand the 

candidates' qualities 

23 re-registering for 

residence didn't live 

up to six months 

24 don't understand the 

election 

25 war of words 

26 never voted before 

27 oversleep 
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28 serve a sentence 

29 illiteracy 

30 marriage 

E2a E2A 210-211 Which candidate did you 

vote for in Yunlin County 

Magistrate Election? 

01. Lin,Jia-Yu 

02. Syu,Shu-Bo 

03. Su,Jhih-Fen 

90 omit 

91 forgot 

92 invalid vote 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

99 skip 
E2b E2B 212-213 Which party did you vote 

for? 

01. KMT 

02. DPP 

03. Independents 

90 omit 

91 forgot 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

99 skip 
E2c E2C 214-216 What was the main reason 

you voted for this 

candidate? [open-ended 

question] 

01 honest with integrity 

02 capable of governing 

03 prefer to pan-blue 

04 better than any other 

candidates 

05 don't vote for 

DPP(oppose DPP) 

06 identify with PFP 

07 try a change of 

hands(discontent with 

the incumbent) 

08 industrious to 

interrogate the 

administarion 

09 have good 

achievements in 

his/her official career 

10 have good policy 

statement 

11 have contribution to 

the local area(strive 

for local construction) 

12 have experience 

13 like him/her(have a 

good impression on 

him/her) 

14 identify with DPP 

15 dare to do and say 

16 have good 

990 omit 

995 refuse to answer

998 don't know 

999 skip 
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performances(former 

term) 

17 someone(or the 

candidate) came to 

persuade to vote for 

some candidate 

18 in order for stability 

19 don't like other 

candidates 

20 care for people 

21 have no burden of 

party 

22 he/she is nice 

23 geographical 

relations(native, 

neighbor) 

24 have abilities 

25 have contribution to 

Taiwan 

26 hometown 

association(other 

assocation) supports 

some candidate 

27 009 and 014 

28 popularity 

29 friends recommend 

30 family members 

support or influence 

31 his/her image is 

straight 

32 support him/her 

33 the administrative 

efficacy is good 

34 promote Taiwan's 

localization 

35 rational and moderate 

36 more familiar with 

him/her 

37 his/her image is nice 

38 do things neutrally 

39 identify with NP 

40 appreciate Lee 

Teng-hui 
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41 she is a woman 

representative 

42 charisma 

43 the head of a 

neighborhood of 25 

families(or the head 

of a basic community 

unit) solicited voe" 

44 enthusiastic 

45 pay attention to a 

disadvantaged 

minority 

46 concern the local 

people's opinions 

47 sympathetic vote 

48 work hard and more 

responsible 

49 identify with KMT 

50 his/her educational 

background is high 

51 the candidate is the 

respondent's 

friend(acquaint with 

the candidate) 

52 Taiwan people 

53 benefit the economy 

54 done what he/she said 

55 just want to vote for 

him/her 

56 strive for electors' 

welfare 

57 propaganda 

58 promote justice 

59 identify with some 

party 

60 implement his/her 

policies 

61 demand of work 

62 young 

63 the candidate is the 

respondent's 

relative(family 

member) 
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64 famous 

65 support the incumbent 

66 allocative vote 

67 the candidate is a 

scholar 

68 have actual strength 

69 served many terms 

70 the candidate's elder 

family members had 

achievement in the 

local area 

71 001 and 008 

72 be good at 

manipulating politics 

73 010 and 037 

74 work out cross-strait 

relation 

75 identify with TSU 

76 need his/her 

professional abilities 

77 vigorous 

78 reform 

79 change KMT's old 

styles 

80 eloquence 

81 have good heath 

82 support the candidate 

of the same surname 

83 active 

84 served well 

85 the incumbent has no 

achievement 

86 vote of discharged 

military members 

87 the candidate is the 

respondent's chief 

88 the ruling party has 

plenty of resource 

89 give another party a 

chance(the turnover 

of the ruling party) 

90 give new candidate a 

chance 
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91 personal integrity 

92 the candidate is 

cultural worker(or 

educative worker) 

93 relation of interest 

94 agree with his/her 

political idea 

95 do things according to 

principles 

96 have his/her own ideas 

97 give him/her a try 

again 

98 037 and 050 

99 the candidate is 

self-confident 

101 take care of his/her 

own people 

103 vote randomly 

105 honesty 

106 read the official 

election notice 

107 served the village 

head for a long time 

in the local area 

109 support Taiwan 

independence 

110 014 and 041 

111 care for laborers 

more 

112 check and balance 

between parties 

114 faction 

115 check and balance 

between parties 

117 take care of peasants 

118 dependable 

120 give him/her a 

chance 

121 the candidate did the 

elector a favor 

122 both the candidate's 

educational 

background and 
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experience are nice 

125 young and capable of 

doing things 

126 the respondent is a 

party member of 

KMT 

127 identify with Taiwan 

128 the respondent's 

husband is a party 

member of KMT 

131 capable of protecting 

people 

133 hakka people 

136 handsome and 

cute(good looks) 

137 religious factors 

138 his/her foreground is 

good 

139 support president 

140 improve the chaos of 

the congress 

(meeting) 

141 take care of women's 

rights and interests 

142 think that the 

candidate fails to be 

elected, taking urgent 

steps to vote for 

him/her 

143 don't belong to any 

party or faction 

144 dislike KMT 

145 have good 

performance in the 

previous official 

position 

146 Ma Ying-jeou resign 

the chairman of KMT 

147 take care of the aged 

148 the competitor made 

a personal attack 

149 have a international 

viewpoint 
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150 there are some 

problems with the 

candidate's health 

151 strategic voting 

152 sincereness 

153 appreciate the 

candidate's wife(or 

members of family) 

154 feel disappointed 

with the government 

of DPP 

155 other candidates 

bought ballots or 

were involved in 

corruption 

156 vote for the candidate 

who fails to be 

elected 

157 the candidate's elder 

does badly 

158 do well in Kaohsiung 

City 

159 have the willpower 

160 background of 

farming family 
E3a E3A 217-220 Which candidate did you 

vote for in Yunlin County 

councilor Election? 

[open-ended question] 

0101 Liou,Jian-Guo 

0102 Jian,Ming-Cin 

0103 Lin,Si-Hua 

0104 Li,Jian-Sheng 

0105 Li,Jian-Jhih 

0106 Li,Li-Guan 

0107 Li,Kun-Jheng 

0108 Jhou,Siou-Yue 

0109 Cai,Yu-Shuang 

0110 Jhang,Jhen-Cheng 

0111 Chen,Cing-Yun 

0112 Chen,He-Shan 

0113 Lin,Shu-Fen 

0114 Huang,Yao-Huang 

0201 Lin,Zai-Tian 

0202 Wang,Ciou-Zu 

0203 Sie,Shu-Ya 

0204 Lin,Chao-Bao 

9990 omit          

9991 forgot         

9992 invalid vote    

9993 the census 

register isn't here

9995 refuse to 

answer   

9998 don't know     

9999 skip 
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0205 Jhong,Jyun-Sing 

0206 Wang,Siou-Yan 

0207 Jian,Jin-Cyuan 

0208 Li,Jhang-Fa 

0209 Shen,Ming-Gong 

0210 Wu,Cang-De 

0301 Li,Mei-Lan 

0302 Chen,Cing-Siou 

0303 Wang,Shi-Ren 

0304 Chen,Ruei-Syong 

0305 Chen,Min-Hua 

0306 Liao,Yi-Jhen 

0307 Shen,Zong-Long 

0308 Lin,Mei-Nan 

0309 Sie,Cuei-Lian 

0310 Li,Jian-Fu 

0311 Cai,Ming-Shuei 

0312 Lin,Sin-Ding 

0313 Syu,Wei-Siou 

0314 Sie,Yi-Jin 

0315 Huang,Jin-Yi 

0401 Jheng,Ling-Huei 

0402 Wang,Tie-Dao 

0403 Liao,Ciou-Ping 

0404 Lin,Ding-Cai 

0405 Liao,Cing-Siang 

0406 Li,He-Tong 

0407 Jhan,Wun-Cyu 

0408 Li,Jia-Fen 

0409 Liao,Wei-Bo 

0410 Liang,Ming-Jhong 

0411 Liao,Jin-Jhu 

0412 Jhan,Jie-Kai 

0501 Jhang,Su-Lan 

0502 Su,Jin-Huang 

0503 Syu,Jhong-Fu 

0504 Hou,Ji-Rong 

0505 Lin,Jheng-Jhong 

0506 Huang,Shu-Jhen 

0507 Wang,Cing-Guei 

0508 Lin,Zong-Hong 

0509 Chen,Jheng-Jhong 

0510 Lin,Wun-Sin 
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0511 Ding,Cing-Le 

0512 Jheng,Dong-Lai 

0601 Lin,Fong-Jin 

0602 Wang,Cong-Ming 

0603 Wong,Shuei-Shang 

0604 Li,Zong-Yuan 

0605 Lin,Jhe-Ling 

0606 Siao,Huei-Min 

0607 Chen,Jian-Hua 

0608 Wu,Yi-Dao 

0609 Cai,Yue-Ru 

0610 Cai,Yong-Chang 

E3b E3B 221-222 Which party did you vote 

for? 

01. KMT 

02. DPP 

03. NP 

04. PFP 

05 TAI 

06. TSU 

07. Independents 

08 pan-blue 

09 pan-green 

90 omit 

91 forgot 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

99 skip 

E4a E4A 223-226 Which candidate did you 

vote for in Yunlin County 

Township Magistrate 

Election? [open-ended 

question] 

0101 Jhang,He-Ping 

0102 Chen,Cing-Sing 

0201 Huang,Fu-Cyong 

0202 Jhang,Sheng-Syong 

0301 Lin,Ming-Tian 

0302 Lin,Wun-Bin 

0303 Chen,Jhen-Huei 

0304 Cai,Ciou-Min 

0501 Jhang,Yuan-Jhong 

0601 Siao,Yong-Yi 

0602 Cai,Zong-Jhe 

0603 Syu,Jhong-Che 

0701 Lin,Huei-Ru 

0702 Huang-Jhong-Sing 

0703 Wei,Li-Hua 

1101 Liao,Chao-Kuei 

1102 Jhong,He-Lang 

1501 Chen,Jin-Hou 

1502 Liou,Ming-Syong 

1601 Li,Pei-Yuan 

1602 Lin,Shu-Ji 

1801 Wu,Tian-Cih 

9990 omit          

9991 forgot         

9992 invalid vote    

9993 the census 

register isn't here

9995 refuse to 

answer  

9998 don't know     

9999 skip 
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1802 Wang,Cheng 

E4b E4B 227-228 Which party did you vote 

for? 

01. KMT 

02. DPP 

03. NP 

04. PFP 

05 TAI 

06. TSU 

07. Independents 

08 pan-blue 

09 pan-green 

90 omit 

91 forgot 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

99 skip 

F1 F01 229-230 The vast majority of 

decisions made by the 

Yunlin county government 

are correct. 

01. strongly agree 

02. agree 

03. disagree 

04. strongly disagree 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F2 F02 231-232 Yunlin county government 

officials often waste 

taxpayers’ money. 

01. strongly agree 

02. agree 

03. disagree 

04. strongly disagree 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F3 F03 233-234 Do you think that when the 

Yunlin county government 

decides important policies, 

its first priority is to protect 

the interests of the people? 

01. Usually 

02. Sometimes 

03. Not very often 

04. Never   

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F4 F04 235-236 General speaking, how 

good do you think 

government efficiency of 

Yunlin County is? 

01. Very good 

02. Good 

03. Not very good 

04. Not good at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F5 F05 237-238 General speaking, how 

serious do you think 

corruption among officials 

in Yunlin County is? 

01. Very serious 

02. Serious 

03. Not very serious 

04. Not serious at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F6 F06 239-240 General speaking, how 

serious do you think is that 

the head of Yunlin County 

considers more relationship 

than ability when he hires 

someone? 

01. Very serious 

02. Serious 

03. Not very serious 

04. Not serious at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F7 F07 241-242 General speaking, how 

influential do you think 

01. Very much influential 

02. Influential 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 
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policies made by the 

government of Yunlin 

County regarding your daily 

life is? 

03. Not very influential 

04. Not influential at all 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F8 F08 243-244 Thinking of public affairs 

of Yunlin County, some 

people are concerned about 

but some people are not. 

How much concerned do 

you think people like us are 

about public affairs of 

Yunlin County? 

01. Very much concerned 

02. Concerned 

03. Not very concerned 

04. Not concerned at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F9 F09 245-246 How about yourself? How 

much concerned are you 

about public affairs of 

Yunlin County? 

01. Very much concerned 

02. Concerned 

03. Not very concerned 

04. Not concerned at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F10 F10 247-248 Would you say that that the 

central government should 

grant more power to the 

county government than 

now or that the central 

government should not 

grant too much power to the 

county government? 

01. The central 

government should 

grant more power to 

the county 

government than now 

02. The central 

government should 

not grant too much 

power to the county 

government 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F11 F11 249-250 Would you say that that the 

local governments can 

easily execute local policies 

if they have greater fiscal 

autonomy or that the local 

governments would be 

divisive if they have greater 

fiscal independence? 

01. The local 

governments can 

easily execute local 

policies if they have 

greater fiscal 

autonomy 

02. The local 

governments would 

be divisive if they 

have greater fiscal 

independence 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F12 F12 251-252 General speaking, how 

satisfied are you with the 

infrastructure of Yunlin 

County in the past four 

years? 

01. Very much satisfied 

02. Satisfied 

03. Not very satisfied 

04. Not satisfied at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 
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F13 F13 253-254 How about social welfare? 01. Very much satisfied 

02. Satisfied 

03. Not very satisfied 

04. Not satisfied at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F14 F14 255-256 How about law and order? 01. Very much satisfied 

02. Satisfied 

03. Not very satisfied 

04. Not satisfied at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F15 F15 257-258 How about environment 

and health? 

01. Very much satisfied 

02. Satisfied 

03. Not very satisfied 

04. Not satisfied at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F16 F16 259-260 How about transportation? 01. Very much satisfied 

02. Satisfied 

03. Not very satisfied 

04. Not satisfied at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F17 F17 261-262 How widespread do you 

think vote buying was in 

this election? 

01. Very much 

widespread 

02. Widespread 

03. Not very widespread 

04. Not widespread at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F18 F18 263-264 How widespread do you 

think the involvement of 

local factions was in this 

election? 

01. Very much 

widespread 

02. Widespread 

03. Not very widespread 

04. Not widespread at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F19 F19 265-266 How serious do you think 

the involvement of 

gangsters was in this 

election? 

01. Very serious 

02. Serious 

03. Not very serious 

04. Not serious at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

G1 G01 267-268 What do you think is the 

most important issue in the 

commissioner election of 

Yunlin County? 

01 fishery and agriculture 

02 local construction 

03 industry city 

04 economy 

05 the former county 

migstrate's lawsuit 

06 education 

07 political family 

90 omit 

92 none 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's hard to say 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 
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08 old age 

pension(welfare) 

09 honesty and integrity 

10 traffic 

11 social order 

12 social welfare 

13 try a change of hands 

14 mutual attack(war of 

words) 

15 fulfillment of political 

views 

16 environmental 

protection 

17 land subsidence 

18 medical care 

19 develop tourism 

20 serve people 

21 quality of life 

22 turnover of the ruling 

party 

23 administrative 

capability 

24 bribery and corruption 

25 political stability 

26 future development 

27 issue of people's 

livelihood 

28 financial problem 

G2 G02 269-270 Regarding this issue, would 

you say that you agree with 

the views of any 

commissioner candidate? 

01. Lin,Jia-Yu 

02. Syu,Shu-Bo 

03. Su,Jhih-Fen 

 

90 omit 

91 all 

92 neither 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's hard to say 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 

G3a G3A 271-272 Regarding the fishery and 

agriculture problem, which 

candidate do you think has 

the most ability in dealing 

this problem? 

01. Lin,Jia-Yu 

02. Syu,Shu-Bo 

03. Su,Jhih-Fen 

 

90 omit 

91 all 

92 neither 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's hard to say 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 

G3b G3B 273-274 Regarding the 01. Lin,Jia-Yu 90 omit 
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unemployment problem, 

which candidate do you 

think has the most ability in 

dealing this problem? 

02. Syu,Shu-Bo 

03. Su,Jhih-Fen 

 

91 all 

92 neither 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's hard to say 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 

G3c G3C 275-276 Regarding the old age 

pension problem, which 

candidate do you think has 

the most ability in dealing 

this problem? 

01. Lin,Jia-Yu 

02. Syu,Shu-Bo 

03. Su,Jhih-Fen 

 

90 omit 

91 all 

92 neither 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's hard to say 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 

G3d G3d 277-278 Regarding the land 

subsidence problem, which 

candidate do you think has 

the most ability in dealing 

this problem? 

01. Lin,Jia-Yu 

02. Syu,Shu-Bo 

03. Su,Jhih-Fen 

 

90 omit 

91 all 

92 neither 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's hard to say 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 

H1 H01 279-280 How satisfied are you with 

the overall performance of 

the central government 

under the DPP over the last 

four years? 

01. Very much satisfied 

02. Satisfied 

03. Not very satisfied 

04. Not satisfied at all 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's depended 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 

H2 H02 281-282 How satisfied are you with 

incorruptibility of the 

central government under 

the DPP over the last four 

years? 

01. Very much satisfied 

02. Satisfied 

03. Not very satisfied 

04. Not satisfied at all 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's depended 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 

H3 H03 283-284 Would you say that over the 

past year, the state of the 

economy of Taiwan has 

gotten better, stayed about 

the same, or gotten worse? 

01. better 

02. about the same 

03. worse 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's depended 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 

H4 H04 285-286 Would you say that in the 

forthcoming year, the state 

of the economy of Taiwan 

will get better, stay about 

the same, or get worse? 

01. better 

02. about the same 

03. worse 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's depended 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 

H5 H05 287-288 Would you say that over the 

past year, your own 

household’s economic 

01. better 

02. about the same 

03. worse 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's depended 
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condition has gotten better, 

stayed about the same, or 

gotten worse? 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 

H6 H06 289-290 Would you say that in the 

forthcoming year, your own 

household’s economic 

condition will get better, 

stay about the same, or get 

worse? 

01. better 

02. about the same 

03. worse 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's depended 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 

H7 H07 291-292 The administration said that 

it would reform the special 

18 percent preferential rate 

for the retired officers, 

officials, and teachers. Do 

you agree or disagree with 

this policy? 

01. strongly agree 

02. agree 

03. disagree 

04. strongly disagree 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

96 it's depended 

97 none opinion 

98 don't know 

H8 H08 293-294 In this election, the 

chairman of the 

Kuomintang, Ma Ying-jeou, 

declared that he would 

resign from his post if the 

number of seats won by the 

party was smaller than the 

majority. As far as you 

know, was there any of your 

relatives or friends voting 

for the Kuomintang’s 

nominee due to this 

declaration? 

01. Yes 

02. No 

90 omit 

91. never heard of 

this 

95. refuse to answer 

98. don’t know 

H9 H09 295-296 Was there any of your 

relatives or friends voting 

for the Democratic 

Progressive Party’s 

nominee due to this 

declaration? 

01. Yes 

02. No 

90 omi 

95. refuse to answer 

98. don’t know 99 

skip 

H10 H10 297-298 How about yourself? Did 

this declaration have 

anything to do with your 

voting decision? 

01. Yes 

02. No 

90 omit 

93 didn't vote 

95 refuse to answer 

99 skip 

H11 H11 299-300 In this election, the mass 

media widely reported the 

scandal that the former 

deputy secretary of the 

01. Yes 

02. No 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 
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Office of President, Chen 

Tze-nan, was involved. As 

far as you know, was there 

any of your relatives or 

friends voting for the 

Kuomintang’s nominee due 

to this scandal? 

H12 H12 301-302 How about yourself? Did 

this declaration have 

anything to do with your 

voting decision? 

01. Yes 

02. No 

90 omit 

93 didn't vote 

95 refuse to answer 

98 skip 

H13 H13 303-304 Do you agree or disagree 

with this statement: “The 

Democratic Progressive 

Party is the only Taiwanese 

Party and has the ability to 

govern. Despite it does not 

perform well, we still have 

to support it?” 

01. strongly agree 

02. agree 

03. disagree 

04. strongly disagree 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

H14 H14 305-306 Do you agree or disagree 

with this statement: “Since 

the Democratic Progressive 

Party became the ruling 

party, it has not insisted on 

the interests of Taiwanese, 

failing to meet the 

expectation of most 

Taiwanese?” 

01. strongly agree 

02. agree 

03. disagree 

04. strongly disagree 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

J1 J01 307-308 In Taiwan, some people 

think they are Taiwanese. 

There are also some people 

who think that they are 

Chinese. Do you consider 

yourself as Taiwanese, 

Chinese or both? 

01. Taiwanese 

02. both 

03. Chinese 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

J1A J1A 309-310 Do you consider yourself as 

Taiwanese and also 

Chinese, Chinese and also 

Taiwanese, or both? 

01. Taiwanese and also 

Chinese 

02. both 

03. Chinese and also 

Taiwanese 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

99 skip  

K1 K01 311-312 Concerning the relationship 

between Taiwan and 

mainland China, which of 

01. immediate unification 

02. immediate 

independence 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s hard to say 
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the following six positions 

do you agree with: 1) 

immediate unification, 2) 

immediate independence, 3) 

maintain the status quo, 

move toward unification in 

the future, 4) maintain the 

status quo, move toward 

independence in the future, 

5) maintain the status quo, 

decide either unification or 

independence in the future, 

6) maintain the status quo 

forever. 

03. maintain the status 

quo, move toward 

unification in the 

future 

04. maintain the status 

quo, move toward 

independence in the 

future 

05. maintain the status 

quo, decide either 

unification or 

independence in the 

future 

06. maintain the status 

quo forever 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

L1 L01 313-314 Among the main political 

parties in our country, 

including the KMT, DPP, 

PFP, NP, and TSU, do you 

think of yourself as leaning 

toward any particular party?

01. yes 

02. no 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

L1a L1A 315-316 Do you feel yourself 

leaning a little more to one 

of the political parties than 

the others? 

01. yes 

02. no 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know  

99 skip 

L1b L1B 317-318 Which party is that? 01. KMT 

02. DPP 

03. NP 

04. PFP 

05. TAIP 

06. TSU 

07 pan-blue 

08 pan-green 

09 KMT＋DPP 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know  

99 skip 

L1c L1C 319-320 Do you lean very strongly, 

somewhat, or just a little to 

this party? 

01. very strongly 

02. somewhat 

03. just a little 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

99 skip 

L2a L2A 321-322 Now we’d like to 

understand your opinions 

about each of the political 

Skip 90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. never heard 
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parties. If zero means you 

dislike that party very 

much, and ten means you 

like that party very much, 

and five means you feel 

neutral for that party, what 

number would you give the 

KMT? 

before 

98. don’t know 

L2b L2B 323-324 The DPP? Skip 90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. never heard 

before 

98. don’t know 

L2c L2C 325-326 The PFP? Skip 90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. never heard 

before 

98. don’t know 

L2d L2D 327-328 The TSU? Skip 90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. never heard 

before 

98. don’t know 

M1a M1A 329-330 Which candidate do you 

think had the most ability? 

01. Lin,Jia-Yu 

02. Syu,Shu-Bo 

03. Su,Jhih-Fen 

 

90 omit 

91. all 

92. neither 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

M1b M1B 331-332 Which one best understood 

the people’s needs? 

01. Lin,Jia-Yu 

02. Syu,Shu-Bo 

03. Su,Jhih-Fen 

 

90 omit 

91. all 

92. neither 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

M1c M1C 333-334 Which one was the most 

honest and incorruptible? 

01. Lin,Jia-Yu 

02. Syu,Shu-Bo 

03. Su,Jhih-Fen 

 

90 omit 

91. all 

92. neither 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 
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98. don’t know 

M1d M1D 335-336 Which one was the most 

trustworthy? 

01. Lin,Jia-Yu 

02. Syu,Shu-Bo 

03. Su,Jhih-Fen 

 

90 omit 

91. all 

92. neither 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

M1e M1E 337-338 Which one was the most 

enthusiastic about serving 

the people? 

01. Lin,Jia-Yu 

02. Syu,Shu-Bo 

03. Su,Jhih-Fen 

 

90 omit 

91. all 

92. neither 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

M2a M2A 339-340 We would like to know 

your feelings towards some 

candidates on a scale from 

0-10. If you feel very 

favorable towards this 

person, you can give him 

the highest score of 10; if 

you feel hostile towards this 

person you can give him a 0 

(zero); if you feel 

absolutely neutral towards 

this person, you can give 

him a 5. What’s your 

feeling toward Syu,Shu-Bo?

Skip 90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s hard to say 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

M2b M2B 341-342 What’s your feeling toward 

Su,Jhih-Fen? 

Skip 90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s hard to say 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

M3a M3A 343-344 We would like to know 

your feelings towards some 

political figures on a scale 

from 0-10. If you feel very 

favorable towards this 

person, you can give him 

the highest score of 10; if 

you feel hostile towards this 

person you can give him a 0 

Skip 90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s hard to say 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 
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(zero); if you feel 

absolutely neutral towards 

this person, you can give 

him a 5. What’s your 

feeling toward Chen 

Shui-bian? 

M3b M3B 345-346 What’s your feeling toward 

Ma Ying-jeou? 

Skip 90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s hard to say 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

M3c M3C 347-348 How about Annette Lu? Skip 90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s hard to say 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

M3d M3D 349-350 How about Yu Shyi-kun? Skip 90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s hard to say 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

M3e M3E 351-352 How about Su 

Tseng-chang? 

Skip 90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s hard to say 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

M3f M3F 353-354 How about Frank Hsieh? Skip 90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s hard to say 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

M3g M3G 355-356 How about Wang Jin-pyng? Skip 90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s hard to say 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

M3h M3H 357-358 How about James Soong? Skip 90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s hard to say 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

N1 N01 359-360 Year of birth Skip 95 refuse to answer 
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N2 N02 361-362 Father’s ethnic background 01 Taiwanese Hakka 

02 Taiwanese Min-nan 

03 Mainlander 

04 Aboriginal 

05 Foreigner 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don’t know 

N3 N03 363-364 Mother’s ethnic background 01 Taiwanese Hakka 

02 Taiwanese Min-nan 

03 Mainlander 

04 Aboriginal 

05 Foreigner 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don’t know 

N4 N04 365-366 Marital status 01 married 

02 separated 

03 widowed 

04 live together 

05 divorced 

06 single 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

N5 N05 367-368 Spouse’s ethnic background 01 Taiwanese Hakka 

02 Taiwanese Min-nan 

03 Mainlander 

04 Aboriginal 

05 Foreigner 

06 Mainland Chinese 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don’t know 

99 skip 

N6 N06 369-370 Education level 01 illiterate 

02 literate but no formal 

schooling 

03 some primary school 

04 primary school 

graduate 

05 some junior high 

school 

06 junior high school 

graduate 

07 some high school or 

vocational school 

08 high school or 

vocational school 

graduate 

09 some technical college 

10 technical college 

graduate 

11 some university 

12 university graduate 

13 some graduate 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 
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education 

14 post-graduate 

education 

N7 N07 371-372 Religious belief 01 none 

02 Buddhism 

03 Taoism 

04 Catholic 

05 Protestant 

06 Muslim 

07 I-Kuan-Tao 

08 Shan-Da-Ji 

09 Traditional folk belief 

10 Buddhism+Taoism 

11 Mormons 

12 Confucianism 

13 Hinduism 
14 Tien-Der Religion  
15 Buddhism and 

Protestant 
16 Tenrikyo  
17 Religion of Japan  
18 Esoteric Buddhism 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don’t know 

N7a N7A 373-374 Do you burn incense for the 

Earth God, Matsu, or some 

other spirits? 

01 yes 

02 no 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don’t know 

N8 N08 375-378 Main occupation of 

respondent 

0010 Servicemen 

0020 Students 

0031 housekeeping, 

without domestic 

crafting 

0032 housekeeping, with 

domestic crafting 

0033 housekeeping, 

helping familial 

business without pay 

0034 housekeeping, 

helping familial 

business with pay 

0040 never work before 

0050 Unemployment 

0060 Retired 

0070 Spouse deceased 

1010 Legislators and 

9990 omit 

9995 refuse to 

answer 
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Government 

Administrators 

1021 Directors and Chief 

Executives(Pub.) 

1022 Directors and Chief 

Executives(Priv.) 

1031 Production and 

Operations 

Managers(Pub.) 

1032 Production and 

Operations 

Managers(Priv.) 

1091 Other 

Managers(Pub.) 

1092 Other 

Managers(Priv.) 

2011 Phys., Math. And  

Eng. Science 

Professionals(Pu

b.) 

2012 Phys., Math. and 

Eng. Science 

Professionals(Priv.) 

2021 Biol. Science and 

Health 

Professionals(Pub.) 

2022 Biol. Science and 

Health 

Professionals(Priv.) 

2031 Teachers(Pub.) 

2032 Teachers(Priv.) 

2041 Accountants and 

Business 

Professionals(Pub.) 

2042 Accountants and 

Business 

Professionals(Priv.) 

2051 Lawyers and Legal 

Professionals(Pub.) 

2052 Lawyers and Legal 

Professionals(Priv.) 

2061 Social Science and 

Related Professionals 
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2062 Social Science and 

Related Professionals 

2091 Other 

Professionals(Pub.) 

2092 Other 

Professionals(Priv.) 

3011 Phys. and Eng. 

Science Associate 

Professionals(Pub.) 

3012 Phys. and Eng. 

Science Associate 

Professionals(Priv.) 

3021 Biol. Science and 

Health Associate 

Professionals(Pub.) 

3022 Biol. Science and 

Health Associate 

Professionals(Priv.) 

3031 Teaching and 

Related Associate 

Professionals(Pub.) 

3032 Teaching and 

Related Associate 

Professionals(Priv.) 

3041 Fin. and Business 

Services Associate 

Professionals(Pub.) 

3042 Fin. and Business 

Services Associate 

Professionals(Priv.) 

3051 Gov. Admin. 

Officials and Bus. 

Clerical 

Supervisors(Pub.) 

3052 Gov. Admin. 

Officials and Bus. 

Clerical 

Supervisors(Priv.) 

3061 Administrative 

Associate 

Professionals(Pub.) 

3062 Administrative 

Associate 
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Professionals(Priv.) 

3071 Customs, Tax and 

Related Gov. 

Associate 

Professionals(Pub.) 

3072 Customs, Tax and 

Related Gov. 

Associate 

Professionals(Priv.) 

3091 Other Associate 

Professionals(Pub.) 

3092 Other Associate 

Professionals(Pub.) 

4011 Office Clerks(Pub.) 

4012 Office Clerks(Priv.) 

4021 Customer Services 

Clerks(Pub.) 

4022 Customer Services 

Clerks(Priv.) 

5011 Personal Services 

Workers(Pub.) 

5012 Personal Services 

Workers(Priv.) 

5021 Protective Services 

Workers(Pub.) 

5022 Protective Services 

Workers(Priv.) 

5031 Models, 

Salespersons and 

Demonstrators(Pub.) 

5032 Models, 

Salespersons and 

Demonstrators(Priv.) 

6011 Agr., Animal 

Husbandry, Forestry 

and Fishing 

Workers(Pub.) 

6012 Agr., Animal 

Husbandry, Forestry 

and Fishing 

Workers(Priv.) 

7011 Extraction and 

Building Trades 
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Workers(Pub.) 

7012 Extraction and 

Building Trades 

Workers(Priv.) 

7021 Metal, Machinery 

and Rel. Trades 

Workers(Pub.) 

7022 Metal, Machinery 

and Rel. Trades 

Workers(Priv.) 

7031 Precision, 

Handicraft, Print. and 

Rel. Trades 

Workers(Pub.) 

7032 Precision, 

Handicraft, Print. and 

Rel. Trades 

Workers(Priv.) 

7091 Other Craft and Rel. 

Trades Workers(Pub.) 

7092 Other Craft and Rel. 

Trades Workers(Priv.) 

8011 Stationary-plant and 

Rel. Operators(Pub.) 

8012 Stationary-plant and 

Rel. Operators(Priv.) 

8021 Machine 

Operators(Pub.) 

8022 Machine 

Operators(Priv.) 

8031 Assemblers(Pub.) 

8032 Assemblers(Priv.) 

8041 Drivers and 

Mobile-plant 

Operators(Pub.) 

8042 Drivers and 

Mobile-plant 

Operators(Priv.) 

9011 Sales and Services 

Elementary 

Occupations(Pub.) 

9012 Sales and Services 

Elementary 
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Occupations(Priv.) 

9021 Production Laborers 

and Rel. 

Workers(Pub.) 

9022 Production Laborers 

and Rel. 

Workers(Priv.) 

9091 Other Elementary 

Occupations(Pub.) 

9092 Other Elementary 

Occupations(Priv.) 

N8a N8A 379-382 Main occupation of 

respondent before 

retirement or 

unemployment 

the same as N8A 9990 omit 

9995 refuse to 

answer 

N8b N8B 383-386 Main occupation of 

respondent’s spouse 

the same as N8A 9990 omit 

9995 refuse to 

answer 

N9 N09 387-388 Current employment status 

of respondent 

01 employed full time (32 

hours or more a 

week) 

02 employed part time 

(15 to 32 hours a 

week) 

03 employed less than 

part time (less than 15 

hours a week) 

04 help out at home 

05 currently looking for 

employment 

06 student or currently in 

job training 

07 retired 

08 home duties 

09 disabled or unable to 

work 

90 omit 

91 never work 

95 refuse to answer 

N10 N10 389-390 Language usually spoken at 

home 

01 Mandarin  

02 Taiwanese  

03 Hakka  

04 Aboriginal language  

05 other Chinese dialect  

06 both Mandarin and 

Taiwanese  

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 
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07 both Mandarin and 

Hakka  

08 both Taiwanese and 

Hakka  

09 both Mandarin and 

other Chinese dialect  

10 Mandarin and 

Aboriginal language  

11 Mandarin and English  

12 Mandarin, Taiwanese 

and Hakka  

13 Philippines  

N11 N11 391-392 Number of people in 

household 

skip 99 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

N11a N11A 393-394 Number of children under 

age 18 in household 

skip 90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

9999 skip 

N12 N12 395-396 monthly household income 01 under 25000  

02 25001~36000 

03 36001~45000 

04 45001~54000 

05 54001~62000 

06 62001~72000 

07 72001~84000 

08 84001~101000 

09 101001~132000 

10 132001 above 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

96. it’s hard to say 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

N13 N13 397-398 telephone number and 

mobile phone number﹖ 

01 telephone number 

02 mobile phone number  

03 no telephone 

04 don’t want to give the 

number 

90 omit 

N14 N14 399-400 How many telephone lines 

does your household have? 

(only those used for voice 

communications) 

skip 90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

 V08 401-402 ending hours ____hour 90 omit 

 V09 403-404 ending minutes ____minute 90 omit 

N15 N15 405-406 respondent’s gender 01 male 

02 female 

90 omit 

N16 N16 407-408 Language used to conduct 

interview 

01 Mandarin 

02 Taiwanese 

90 omit 
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03 Hakka 

04 Mandarin and 

Taiwanese 

05 Mandarin and Hakka 

06 Taiwanese and Hakka 

T1 T01_1 

～  

T01_9 

409-410 

～  

425-426 

Before the interview 

started, did the respondent 

do any of the following? 

01 Claim he or she was 

be too busy to be 

interviewed 

02 Claim his or her 

family was too busy 

for him or her to be 

interviewed 

03 Claim to be 

uninterested in 

surveys 

04 Claim not to trust 

opinion surveys 

05 Express doubt about 

how the survey would 

be used 

06 Express doubt about 

whether respondents’ 

opinions or personal 

information would be 

kept private 

07 Express doubt about 

the surveying 

organization or 

project director 

08 Express doubt about 

the identity of the 

interviewer 

09 A family member 

opposed the 

respondent being 

interviewed 

10 None of the above 

90 omit 

T2A T2A 427-428 Did the respondent ask to 

fill out the questionnaire 

him or herself? 

01 yes 

02 no 

90 omit 

T2B T2B 429-430 Did the respondent ask to 

see the questionnaire? 

01 yes 

02 no 

90 omit 

T2C T2C 431-432 Did the respondent seem to 01 yes 90 omit 
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want to quit during the 

interview? 

02 no 

T2D T2D 433-434 Did the respondent say that 

there were too many 

questions?   

01 yes 

02 no 

90 omit 

T2E T2E 435-436 Did the respondent say that 

a question was unclear or 

something was not defined 

well? 

01 yes 

02 no 

90 omit 

T2EE V146_1 

～  

V146_9 

437-442 

～  

#2 15-20 

The number of the question Skip 90 omit 

99 skip 

T2F T2F 21-22 Did the respondent think 

the questions were too 

hard? 

01 yes 

02 no 

90 omit 

99 skip 

T2FF V148_1 

～  

V148_9 

23-28 

～  

71-76 

The number of the question Skip 90 omit 

99 skip 

T2G T2G 77-78 Did the respondent think 

the questions were too 

sensitive?   

01 yes 

02 no 

90 omit 

T2G

G 

V150_1 

～  

V150_9 

79-84 

～  

127-132 

The number of the question Skip 90 omit 

99 skip 

T3 T03 133-134 How cooperative was the 

respondent? 

01 very cooperative  

02fairly cooperative  

03 a little cooperative  

04 a little uncooperative  

05 fairly uncooperative 

06 very uncooperative 

90 omit 

T4 T04 135-136 How well do you think the 

respondent understood the 

questions? 

01 understood very well  

02 understood fairly well  

03 understood a little  

04 didn’t understand a 

little  

05 didn’t understand a 

fair amount  

06 didn’t understand 

much at all 

90 omit 

T5 T05 137-138 How sensitive do you think 

the respondent thought the 

questions were? 

01 very sensitive 

02 fairly sensitive 

03 a little sensitive 

90 omit 
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04 a little unsensitive  

05 fairly unsensitive  

06 not very sensitive at 

all 

T6 T06 139-140 How interested do you 

think the respondent was in 

the contents of the survey?  

01 very interested  

02 fairly interested  

03 a little interested 

04 a little disinterested  

05 fairly disinterested  

06 very disinterested 

90 omit 

T7 T07 141-142 How trustworthy do you 

think the respondent’s 

answers are?   

01 most are 

untrustworthy  

02 some are 

untrustworthy 

03 most are trustworthy 

04 all are trustworthy 

90 omit 

T8 T08 143-144 What do you think is the 

respondent’s level of 

knowledge about general 

political matters? 

01 very low 

02 low 

03 high 

04 very high 

90 omit 

T9 T09_1 

～  

T09_5 

145-146 

～  

153-154 

The respondent answered 

questions: 

01 by him or herself 

02 with his or her spouse 

03 with his or her sons 

and daughters 

04 with his or her elders 

06 with his or her 

relatives 

07 with his or her 

brothers and sisters 

08 with his or her friends 

09 with his or her 

daughter-in-law 

10 with his or her 

grandsons and 

granddaughters 

11 with his or her 

nephews and nieces 

12 with his or her 

neighbors 

13 with other people but 

don’t know who they 

are 

14 with his or her 

90 omit 
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colleagues 

15 police officer 

( secretary of the 

basic unit of city 

administration ) 

16 safeguard 

17 customer 

18 head of neighborhood 

( village head ) 

19 servant (housekeeper) 

20 boss 

T9A T9A 155-156 His or her son’s or 

daughter’s age 

Skip 90 omit 

98 don’t know 

99 skip 

In_nu

m 

In_num 157-160 The interviewer’s number Skip  

Su_n

um 

Su_num 161-162 The supervisor’s number Skip  
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TEDS2005M—Coding book [Retest]（Yunlin County） 

Ques.

Num. 

Var. 

Name 
colum Variable Labe Values Label Addition 

 ID #1  1-14 identified number Skip  
 TAU 1-2 set Skip  
 CITY 3-4 City, country Skip  
 TOWN 3-6 Township, City, District Skip  

 VILLA
GE 

3-9 Village Skip  

 V01 15-17 used time (minutes) ____minites  
 V02 18-19 interview times ____times  
 V03 20-21 interview month ____month 90 omit 
 V04 22-23 interview day ____date 90 omit 
 V05 24-25 interview week 01 Monday 

02 Tuesday 

03 Wednesday 

04 Thursday 

05 Friday 

06 Saturday 

07 Sunday 

90 omit 

 V06 26-27 start hours ____hour  
 V07 28-29 start minutes ____minute  
A1 A01 30-31 During last year’s 

campaign, some people 

spent a lot of time paying 

attention to all kinds of 

media news stories about 

the election, while others 

didn't have time to pay 

attention. On average, how 

much time did you spend 

each day during the 

campaign paying attention 

to news about the election 

on TV? 

01. less than 30 minutes 

02. 30-60 minutes 

03. 60-90 minutes 

04. 90 minutes to 2 hours 

05. more than 2 hours 

06. only paid attention 

every once in a while 

07. paid no attention at all 
 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

98. don’t know 

90 omit 
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A5 A05 32-33 What about election news 

in the newspapers? 

01. less than 30 minutes 

02. 30-60 minutes 

03. 60-90 minutes 

04. 90 minutes to 2 hours 

05. more than 2 hours 

06. only paid attention 

every once in a while 

07. paid no attention at all 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

98. don’t know 

90 omit 

E1 E01 34-35 In last year’s election many 

people went to vote, while 

others, for various reasons, 

did not go to vote. Did you 

vote? 

01. yes  

02. no 

90 omit 

91 forgot 

95 refuse to answer 

E2a E2A 36-37 Which candidate did you 

vote for in Yunlin County 

Magistrate Election? 

01. Lin,Jia-Yu 

02. Syu,Shu-Bo 

03. Su,Jhih-Fen 

90 omit 

91 forgot 

92 invalid vote 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

99 skip 
E2b E2B 38-39 Which party did you vote 

for? 

01. KMT 

02. DPP 

03. Independents 

90 omit 

91 forgot 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

99 skip 

E3a E3A 40-43 Which candidate did you 

vote for in Yunlin County 

councilor Election? 

[open-ended question] 

0101 Liou,Jian-Guo 

0102 Jian,Ming-Cin 

0103 Lin,Si-Hua 

0104 Li,Jian-Sheng 

0105 Li,Jian-Jhih 

0106 Li,Li-Guan 

0107 Li,Kun-Jheng 

0108 Jhou,Siou-Yue 

0109 Cai,Yu-Shuang 

0110 Jhang,Jhen-Cheng 

0111 Chen,Cing-Yun 

0112 Chen,He-Shan 

0113 Lin,Shu-Fen 

0114 Huang,Yao-Huang 

0201 Lin,Zai-Tian 

0202 Wang,Ciou-Zu 

0203 Sie,Shu-Ya 

0204 Lin,Chao-Bao 

0205 Jhong,Jyun-Sing 

9990 omit          

9991 forgot         

9992 invalid vote    

9993 the census 

register isn't here

9995 refuse to 

answer   

9998 don't know     

9999 skip 
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0206 Wang,Siou-Yan 

0207 Jian,Jin-Cyuan 

0208 Li,Jhang-Fa 

0209 Shen,Ming-Gong 

0210 Wu,Cang-De 

0301 Li,Mei-Lan 

0302 Chen,Cing-Siou 

0303 Wang,Shi-Ren 

0304 Chen,Ruei-Syong 

0305 Chen,Min-Hua 

0306 Liao,Yi-Jhen 

0307 Shen,Zong-Long 

0308 Lin,Mei-Nan 

0309 Sie,Cuei-Lian 

0310 Li,Jian-Fu 

0311 Cai,Ming-Shuei 

0312 Lin,Sin-Ding 

0313 Syu,Wei-Siou 

0314 Sie,Yi-Jin 

0315 Huang,Jin-Yi 

0401 Jheng,Ling-Huei 

0402 Wang,Tie-Dao 

0403 Liao,Ciou-Ping 

0404 Lin,Ding-Cai 

0405 Liao,Cing-Siang 

0406 Li,He-Tong 

0407 Jhan,Wun-Cyu 

0408 Li,Jia-Fen 

0409 Liao,Wei-Bo 

0410 Liang,Ming-Jhong 

0411 Liao,Jin-Jhu 

0412 Jhan,Jie-Kai 

0501 Jhang,Su-Lan 

0502 Su,Jin-Huang 

0503 Syu,Jhong-Fu 

0504 Hou,Ji-Rong 

0505 Lin,Jheng-Jhong 

0506 Huang,Shu-Jhen 

0507 Wang,Cing-Guei 

0508 Lin,Zong-Hong 

0509 Chen,Jheng-Jhong 

0510 Lin,Wun-Sin 

0511 Ding,Cing-Le 
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0512 Jheng,Dong-Lai 

0601 Lin,Fong-Jin 

0602 Wang,Cong-Ming 

0603 Wong,Shuei-Shang 

0604 Li,Zong-Yuan 

0605 Lin,Jhe-Ling 

0606 Siao,Huei-Min 

0607 Chen,Jian-Hua 

0608 Wu,Yi-Dao 

0609 Cai,Yue-Ru 

0610 Cai,Yong-Chang 
E3b E3B 44-45 Which party did you vote 

for? 

01. KMT 

02. DPP 

03. NP 

04. PFP 

05 TAI 

06. TSU 

07. Independents 

08 pan-blue 

09 pan-green 

90 omit 

91 forgot 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

99 skip 

E4a E4A 46-49 Which candidate did you 

vote for in Yunlin County 

Township Magistrate 

Election? [open-ended 

question] 

0101 Jhang,He-Ping 

0102 Chen,Cing-Sing 

0201 Huang,Fu-Cyong 

0202 Jhang,Sheng-Syong 

0301 Lin,Ming-Tian 

0302 Lin,Wun-Bin 

0303 Chen,Jhen-Huei 

0304 Cai,Ciou-Min 

0501 Jhang,Yuan-Jhong 

0601 Siao,Yong-Yi 

0602 Cai,Zong-Jhe 

0603 Syu,Jhong-Che 

0701 Lin,Huei-Ru 

0702 Huang-Jhong-Sing 

0703 Wei,Li-Hua 

1101 Liao,Chao-Kuei 

1102 Jhong,He-Lang 

1501 Chen,Jin-Hou 

1502 Liou,Ming-Syong 

1601 Li,Pei-Yuan 

1602 Lin,Shu-Ji 

1801 Wu,Tian-Cih 

1802 Wang,Cheng 

9990 omit          

9991 forgot         

9992 invalid vote    

9993 the census 

register isn't here

9995 refuse to 

answer  

9998 don't know     

9999 skip 
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E4b E4B 50-51 Which party did you vote 

for? 

01. KMT 

02. DPP 

03. NP 

04. PFP 

05 TAI 

06. TSU 

07. Independents 

08 pan-blue 

09 pan-green 

90 omit 

91 forgot 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

99 skip 

E5 E05 52-53 In 2001 Yunlin County 

Magistrate Election, which 

candidate did you vote for? 

01. Chang,Jung-Wei 

02. Lin,Shu-Shan 

03. didn’t vote 

04. invalid vote 

05. have no right of 

voting at that time 

90 omit 

91 forgot 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

 

F1 F01 54-55 The vast majority of 

decisions made by the 

Yunlin county government 

are correct. 

01. strongly agree 

02. agree 

03. disagree 

04. strongly disagree 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F2 F02 56-57 Yunlin county government 

officials often waste 

taxpayers’ money. 

01. strongly agree 

02. agree 

03. disagree 

04. strongly disagree 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F3 F03 58-59 Do you think that when the 

Yunlin county government 

decides important policies, 

its first priority is to protect 

the interests of the people? 

01. Usually 

02. Sometimes 

03. Not very often 

04. Never   

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F4 F04 60-61 General speaking, how 

good do you think 

government efficiency of 

Yunlin County is? 

01. Very good 

02. Good 

03. Not very good 

04. Not good at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F5 F05 62-63 General speaking, how 

serious do you think 

corruption among officials 

in Yunlin County is? 

01. Very serious 

02. Serious 

03. Not very serious 

04. Not serious at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F6 F06 64-65 General speaking, how 

serious do you think is that 

the head of Yunlin County 

01. Very serious 

02. Serious 

03. Not very serious 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 
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considers more relationship 

than ability when he hires 

someone? 

04. Not serious at all 97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F7 F07 66-67 General speaking, how 

influential do you think 

policies made by the 

government of Yunlin 

County regarding your daily 

life is? 

01. Very much influential 

02. Influential 

03. Not very influential 

04. Not influential at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F8 F08 68-69 Thinking of public affairs 

of Yunlin County, some 

people are concerned about 

but some people are not. 

How much concerned do 

you think people like us are 

about public affairs of 

Yunlin County? 

01. Very much concerned 

02. Concerned 

03. Not very concerned 

04. Not concerned at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F9 F09 70-71 How about yourself? How 

much concerned are you 

about public affairs of 

Yunlin County? 

01. Very much concerned 

02. Concerned 

03. Not very concerned 

04. Not concerned at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F10 F10 72-73 Would you say that that the 

central government should 

grant more power to the 

county government than 

now or that the central 

government should not 

grant too much power to the 

county government? 

01. The central 

government should 

grant more power to 

the county 

government than now 

02. The central 

government should 

not grant too much 

power to the county 

government 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F11 F11 74-75 Would you say that that the 

local governments can 

easily execute local policies 

if they have greater fiscal 

autonomy or that the local 

governments would be 

divisive if they have greater 

fiscal independence? 

01. The local 

governments can 

easily execute local 

policies if they have 

greater fiscal 

autonomy 

02. The local 

governments would 

be divisive if they 

have greater fiscal 

independence 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 
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F17 F17 76-77 How widespread do you 

think vote buying was in 

this election? 

01. Very much 

widespread 

02. Widespread 

03. Not very widespread 

04. Not widespread at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F18 F18 78-79 How widespread do you 

think the involvement of 

local factions was in this 

election? 

01. Very much 

widespread 

02. Widespread 

03. Not very widespread 

04. Not widespread at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

F19 F19 80-81 How serious do you think 

the involvement of 

gangsters was in this 

election? 

01. Very serious 

02. Serious 

03. Not very serious 

04. Not serious at all 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

H13 H13 82-83 Do you agree or disagree 

with this statement: “The 

Democratic Progressive 

Party is the only Taiwanese 

Party and has the ability to 

govern. Despite it does not 

perform well, we still have 

to support it?” 

01. strongly agree 

02. agree 

03. disagree 

04. strongly disagree 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

H14 H14 84-85 Do you agree or disagree 

with this statement: “Since 

the Democratic Progressive 

Party became the ruling 

party, it has not insisted on 

the interests of Taiwanese, 

failing to meet the 

expectation of most 

Taiwanese?” 

01. strongly agree 

02. agree 

03. disagree 

04. strongly disagree 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

J1 J01 86-87 In Taiwan, some people 

think they are Taiwanese. 

There are also some people 

who think that they are 

Chinese. Do you consider 

yourself as Taiwanese, 

Chinese or both? 

01. Taiwanese 

02. both 

03. Chinese 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

K1 K01 88-89 Concerning the relationship 

between Taiwan and 

mainland China, which of 

the following six positions 

01. immediate unification 

02. immediate 

independence 

03. maintain the status 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s hard to say 

97. none opinion 
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do you agree with: 1) 

immediate unification, 2) 

immediate independence, 3) 

maintain the status quo, 

move toward unification in 

the future, 4) maintain the 

status quo, move toward 

independence in the future, 

5) maintain the status quo, 

decide either unification or 

independence in the future, 

6) maintain the status quo 

forever. 

quo, move toward 

unification in the 

future 

04. maintain the status 

quo, move toward 

independence in the 

future 

05. maintain the status 

quo, decide either 

unification or 

independence in the 

future 

06. maintain the status 

quo forever 

98. don’t know 

L1 L01 90-91 Among the main political 

parties in our country, 

including the KMT, DPP, 

PFP, NP, and TSU, do you 

think of yourself as leaning 

toward any particular party?

01. yes 

02. no 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know 

L1a L1A 92-93 Do you feel yourself 

leaning a little more to one 

of the political parties than 

the others? 

01. yes 

02. no 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know  

99 skip 

L1b L1B 94-95 Which party is that? 01. KMT 

02. DPP 

03. NP 

04. PFP 

05. TAIP 

06. TSU 

07 pan-blue 

08 pan-green 

09 KMT＋DPP 

90 omit 

95 refuse to answer 

98 don't know  

99 skip 

L1c L1C 96-97 Do you lean very strongly, 

somewhat, or just a little to 

this party? 

01. very strongly 

02. somewhat 

03. just a little 

90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. it’s depended 

97. none opinion 

98. don’t know 

99 skip 

L2a L2A 98-99 Now we’d like to 

understand your opinions 

about each of the political 

parties. If zero means you 

Skip 90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. never heard 

before 
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dislike that party very 

much, and ten means you 

like that party very much, 

and five means you feel 

neutral for that party, what 

number would you give the 

KMT? 

98. don’t know 

L2b L2B 100-101 The DPP? Skip 90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. never heard 

before 

98. don’t know 

L2c L2C 102-103 The PFP? Skip 90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. never heard 

before 

98. don’t know 

L2d L2D 104-105 The TSU? Skip 90 omit 

95. refuse to answer 

96. never heard 

before 

98. don’t know 

 V08 106-107 ending hours ____hour 90 omit 

 V09 108-109 ending minutes ____minute 90 omit 

N15 N15 110-111 respondent’s gender 01 male 

02 female 

90 omit 

N16 N16 112-113 Language used to conduct 

interview 

01 Mandarin 

02 Taiwanese 

03 Hakka 

04 Mandarin and 

Taiwanese 

05 Mandarin and Hakka 

06 Taiwanese and Hakka 

90 omit 

In_nu

m 

In_num 114-117 The interviewer’s number Skip  

Su_n

um 

Su_num 118-119 The supervisor’s number Skip  
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